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Cancer patients’ barriers to pain management and

psychometric properties of the Norwegian version of

the Barriers Questionnaire II

The Barriers Questionnaire II (BQ-II) was developed to

assess barriers to effective pain management. The purpose

of this study was to evaluate the psychometric properties

of the BQ-II in a sample of Norwegian cancer patients.

The BQ-II was translated into Norwegian and pilot tested

with eight oncology outpatients. Then, a convenience

sample of 321 cancer patients from two different sites was

recruited to maximize the number of questionnaires

available for the psychometric analyses. Patients were

included if they: were >18 years of age; had a diagnosis of

cancer; and self-reported pain and/or use of analgesics.

Construct validity of the Norwegian version of the BQ II

(NBQ-II) was evaluated using an exploratory factor

analysis. A seven-factor solution was found that was

more consistent with the original version of the BQ.

Construct validity of the NBQ-II was demonstrated

through positive correlations between most of the sub-

scale and total scores on the NBQ-II and pain intensity

and pain interference scores. Finally, Cronbach’s a coef-

ficients of ‡0.7 for six of the seven subscales and 0.89 for

the total scale demonstrated acceptable levels of internal

consistency. In conclusion, the NBQ-II demonstrated

adequate psychometric properties. However, further

revision and testing of the questionnaire should be per-

formed to confirm the factor structure that was identified

in this study.
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Introduction

Numerous professional, patient and system barriers con-

tribute to the undertreatment of pain (1). Patient barriers

to pain management are described as erroneous beliefs

and misconceptions that may lead to a reluctance to

report pain and to use available analgesics (2, 3). These

erroneous beliefs or misconceptions about pain and pain

medication include fears of addiction and tolerance,

desire to be good patients, reluctance to distract the

doctor from curing the disease, fear of side effects and a

belief that pain is an inevitable component of the disease

process (4–11). Additional reasons for nonadherence with

an analgesic regimen include the desire to be able to

monitor symptoms or to test whether the treatment has

relieved pain (12, 13).

To systematically evaluate patient-related barriers to

effective cancer pain management, Ward et al. (8) devel-

oped the Barriers Questionnaire (BQ). The BQ has been

used in several studies and was found to be a reliable and

valid instrument (8, 9, 14, 15).

However, the BQ was revised in 2002 (13) based on the

responses of patients in multiple studies and changes in

analgesic prescription practices (16–18). The current ver-

sion is called the BQ-II and evidence exists that it is a valid

and reliable measure of patient barriers (13, 19).

While several studies from different parts of the world

used the original BQ (8–10, 14, 15, 20–22), no data were

available on European patients’ barriers to cancer pain
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management. Of note, cancer patients from Taiwan, China

and South America reported slightly higher barriers to pain

management than North American patients which sug-

gests that cultural differences might exist. Differences

might also be due to variations in the healthcare system

and to the use of opioids for the treatment of cancer pain

(23). The translation and testing of the BQ-II in Norway

provides an opportunity to monitor patient-related barriers

to cancer pain management in a northern European cancer

population, as well as the opportunity to compare results

from Norway with those from other countries.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the

psychometric properties of the Norwegian version of BQ-II

(NBQ-II) in patients with cancer pain in terms of com-

pleteness of the data, construct validity and internal

consistency.

Methods

Sample and data collection

A convenience sample of 321 cancer patients from two

different studies was included to maximize the number of

questionnaires available for testing the psychometric

properties of the NBQ-II. Inclusion criteria for both patient

groups were: >18 years of age; a diagnosis of cancer; self-

reported pain and/or use of analgesics; and able, to read,

write and understand Norwegian. All patients provided

written informed consent.

The first sample (n = 217) was recruited from several

outpatients clinics at the Radiumhospitalet Comprehensive

Cancer centre in Oslo. Patients completed the NBQ-II

either in the clinic or at home and returned it in a prepaid

envelope. The recruitment procedure is described else-

where (24). While 270 patients consented to participate,

53 (19.6%) did not return the questionnaire which re-

sulted in 217 evaluable patients (80.4%). In the second

sample, hospitalized patients were recruited from St. Olav’s

Hospital in Trondheim. A total of 104 (53%) patients

completed the NBQ-II. All of these patients were taking

opioid analgesics. Some of the patients were unable to

complete the NBQ-II (i.e. supine position, limited move-

ments of hands because of infusions) and were inter-

viewed by a research assistant to obtain their responses.

Data from these two samples were merged to evaluate the

psychometric properties of the NBQ-II.

Instruments

Demographic and disease specific characteristics. Demographic

data included gender and age. Patients’ functional status

was measured using the Karnofsky Performance Status

(KPS) Scale (25, 26). For inpatients, KPS with scores that

ranged from zero (dead) to 100 (adequate health status

with no complaints and no evidence of disease) was used

and the patient’s status was rated by a research assistant.

The outpatients self-reported their functional status using

KPS. The lowest score were taken out because scores below

40 are not appropriate for outpatients and the scores ran-

ged from 40 (disabled, need special help and care) to 100

(adequate health status with no complaints and no evi-

dence of disease). Validity and reliability of the KPS have

been established and it is considered to be a global indi-

cator of the functional status of patients with cancer (25).

To obtain data on cancer diagnosis, the patients’ medical

records were reviewed by a physician or a research

assistant.

Barriers questionnaire. The BQ-II is a 27-item self-report

instrument that measures patients’ beliefs about cancer

pain and the use of analgesics. Participants rate the extent

to which they agree with each statement on a Likert scale

that ranges from zero (do not agree) to five (agree very

much). A total score and subscales scores are calculated

with higher score indicating stronger barriers.

The development of the original BQ was based on prior

research that identified eight different barriers to pain

management, as well as the notion that patients’ beliefs or

concerns could prevent optimal pain management (1, 4,

27–32). These barriers were named: addiction, tolerance,

side effects, fatalism, be good (good patients do not com-

plain about pain), distracting the medical doctor, disease

progression and the fear of injections. Two experts in pain

management developed items to assess each of the eight

barriers and three other pain experts together with four

investigators examined the items for clarity and catego-

rized the items into the various subscales. Only the items

categorized by all seven experts/investigators were re-

tained in the BQ. The questionnaire was then pilot tested

and items which lowered the alpha for individual subscales

were deleted and the new items were added. This work

resulted in the original 27-item BQ (8). However, the

original BQ never underwent exploratory factor analysis.

Based on the feedback from patients and changes in pain

medication practices, the BQ was revised in 2002 (13). In

the BQ-II, the items about fear of injections and the notion

that pain indicates disease progression were deleted. New

questions about pain medications ability to impair immune

function, and the notion that analgesics may block or mask

one’s ability to monitor symptoms were included in the

scale. Earlier factor analyses of the BQ-II supported three-

and four-factor solutions with subscales respectively called

‘Fear of consequences of analgesic use’, ‘Fatalism’ and

‘Communication’ (19), and ‘Fatalism’, ‘Communication’,

‘Physiological effects’ and ‘Harmful effects’ (13).

The BQ-II was translated into Norwegian by the pri-

mary investigator (BTV) and the researcher (PK) at St.

Olav Hospital. Then it was back translated by a bilingual

person and a professional translation company. The back

and forth translation procedures were repeated until the
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translated version was found to be congruent with the

original (33). A pilot test of the NBQ-II was conducted

with eight patients in the outpatient clinic. The patients

were interviewed about any ambiguities or difficulties

with any of the items on the NBQ-II. Two patients re-

ported difficulties because of lack of knowledge about the

content of the questions. When it was explained that

answers should reflect their beliefs and not their knowl-

edge they were able to answer the questions. The research

assistant in Trondheim experienced the same difficulty

when inpatients were interviewed. As a result, the state-

ment ‘Do you believe’ was placed on the top of each page

of the questionnaire to emphasize that patients were to

respond in terms of their beliefs not their knowledge. Two

patients did not know what the immune system was, so

an explanation of the term was put in brackets. An

additional two patients had difficulty answering the

question ‘It is important to be strong by not talking about

pain’. They answered the opposite of what they meant.

Half of the patients commented that many questions were

alike and could not see the point in answering the ‘same’

question several times.

Cronbach’s alphas for the original version of the BQ

ranged from 0.78 to 0.90 (8–10, 14, 15). In addition, it

demonstrated good test–retest reliability (10). Internal

consistency reliability for the BQ-II total score was excel-

lent, with Cronbach’s alphas between 0.89 and 0.90 in two

studies (13, 19).

The Brief Pain Inventory. The validated Norwegian version

of the Brief Pain Inventory (34, 35) was used to evaluate

pain. Pain intensity scores (i.e. pain now, average pain,

worst pain, least pain in the last 24 hours) were measured

using numeric rating scales (NRSs) that ranged from zero

(no pain) to 10 (pain as bad as I can imagine). Pain

interference with function was measured using NRSs that

ranged from zero (does not interfere) to 10 (completely

interferes). Pain relief was measured using an NRS that

ranged from zero (no relief) to 100 (complete pain relief).

The Pain Management Index. The Pain Management Index

(PMI) is based on the categorization of analgesics by the

World Health Organisation and compares the most potent

analgesic patients’ use to their worst pain intensity level.

The types of analgesics used were classified by the re-

searcher as no analgesic (zero), nonopioid (one), weak

opioid (two) and strong opioid (three). The levels of worst

pain were grouped as no pain (zero), a pain rating of 1–4

(one), a pain rating of 5–6 (two) or a pain rating of 7–10

(three). The PMI was scored using the procedures de-

scribed by Gunnarsdottir et al. (13). The PMI is a crude

measure of the adequacy of the analgesic prescription in

relationship to pain intensity. Despite this limitation, am-

ple evidence exists that the PMI is a valid and useful

measure to evaluate the adequacy of pain medication (8)

and it is a commonly used measure in cancer pain studies

(8, 14, 15, 36).

Analytic methods

Data were analysed using SPSS Version 14.0 (SPSS, Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA). For all tests, a p < 0.05 was considered

statistically significant.

Descriptive statistics were used to present demographic

and clinical characteristics of the sample and to assess the

completeness of the NBQ-II. The mean (SD), floor and

ceiling scores, together with skewness and kurtosis were

calculated for each item, subscale scores and total NBQ-II

score. Differences in these scores between the two samples

(i.e. inpatients and outpatients) were evaluated using

independent sample t-tests and chi-square analyses.

Construct validity. As a part of the development of the NBQ-

II, construct validity was examined through an exploratory

factor analysis. An exploratory analysis was chosen for

several reasons. First, the revised BQ-II was found to have

four factors as opposed to an expected eight factors based

on the original BQ (13). Second, the Icelandic version of

the BQ-II had only three factors (19). Finally, this study

was the first to use the Norwegian version of the BQ.

To explore the factor solution of the BQ-II, the correla-

tion matrix of the 27 items with estimated communalities

as diagonal elements was factorized by the principal axis

method with oblique rotation. Correlations between sub-

scales and the total scale were computed using Pearson

Product Moment Correlation coefficients.

Construct validity was explored further by examining

the relationships between barrier scores and several out-

come measures (37). In accordance with prior studies, it

was hypothesized that patients with higher barriers to pain

management would have higher pain intensity scores,

higher pain interference scores and lower PMI (8, 13–15).

Because previous studies demonstrated a relationship

between barrier scores and age (13, 14, 19), it was

hypothesized that higher barrier scores would be positively

correlated with age.

Internal consistency was measured by Cronbach’s alpha

reliability coefficient for each of the subscales and the total

NBQ-II.

Results

Patient characteristics

The total sample consisted of 321 cancer patients with pain

(i.e. 217 outpatients and 104 inpatients). As shown in

Table 1, the patients were approximately 60 years of age

(range: 24–86 years), were 61% female, and had an

average KPS score of 70.4 (SD = 14.3). The outpatients had

significantly higher KPS, they were younger, were more
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likely to be female than the inpatients, and the two groups

differed in cancer diagnosis as well.

Psychometric Properties of the NBQ-II.

Completeness of the data: As shown in Table 2, the items

from the NBQ-II with the most missing data were those

that concerned the immune system (i.e. items 4, 13 and

19). The inpatients had a higher percentage of missing

items (i.e. 6.2% overall missing) compared with the out-

patients (i.e. 2.0% overall missing).

The mean (SD) of the individual items, the floor and

ceiling scores, and the measures of skewness and kurtosis

for each of the items in the total sample are listed in Ta-

ble 2. Based on the measures of skewness and kurtosis,

most of the items did not deviate markedly from a normal

distribution. However, kurtosis was high for two of the

three items in the fatalism subscale, which suggests that

many of the patients chose the middle response. The dis-

tribution of these scores was also skewed to the right

which suggests that many patients did not have fatalistic

thoughts about pain management.

Construct validity: The results of the principal axis factor

analysis are outlined in Table 3. A cut-off criterion of Ei-

gen-values above unity resulted in a seven-factor solution

that explained 63% of the total variance.

Factor 1 consists of the three tolerance items. Two items

loaded highest on this factor. However, one of the toler-

ance items loaded on all of the other factors and loaded

highest on factor four. Considering the theoretical under-

pinnings of the original BQ and the item loading across all

factors, the three tolerance items were considered to be a

part of the same factor. This factor was named ‘Tolerance’.

Factor 2 consists of all three of the fatalism items and

was named ‘Fatalism’.

Factor 3 consists of three ‘be good’ items and a fourth

item about ‘distracting the medical doctor’. This item

addresses talking to the doctor about pain. One of the ‘be

good’ items loaded slightly higher on the seventh factor.

However, despite this loading, it was considered to be part

of the third factor, because all of these items relate to

communication about pain. Factor three was labelled

‘Communication of pain’.

Factor 4 was labelled ‘Psychological or cognitive effect’.

This factor consists of the three addiction items and three

of the side effects items. Two out of the three addiction

items loaded highest on factor four together with two of

the side effect items that evaluated concerns about being

drowsy and confused. The third addiction item loaded

slightly higher on factor one. However, theoretically it fits

better with the other addiction items. While the side effect

item that stated that pain medicine makes you say or do

embarrassing things loaded on three factors (i.e. four, six

and seven), it loaded second highest with the other

psychological items on factor four.

Factor 5 consists of the three immune system items that

loaded highest on this factor. Factor 5 was labelled ‘Im-

mune system’.

Factor 6 was called ‘Monitor’. Two of three items loaded

highest on factor six, while the second monitor item loa-

ded highest on the tolerance factor. To be consistent with

the theoretical underpinnings of the original BQ, the sec-

ond monitor item was retained in factor 6.

Factor 7 was called ‘Side effects and distracting the

Medical Doctor (MD)’. This factor is a mix of three side

effect items (i.e. nausea, constipation and a general

side effect item) and two of the three questions about

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteris-

tics of the total sample and differences

between outpatients and inpatients

Characteristic

Total sample

(n = 321)

Outpatients

(n = 217)

Hospitalized

patients

(n = 104)

StatisticsMean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ± SD

Age (years) 60.4 ± 11.8 58.1 ± 11.1 65.1 ± 12.0 t = 5.18, p < 0.001

KPS score 70.4 ± 14.3 74.8 ± 12.8 61.7 ± 13.0 t = )8.39, p < 0.001

% % %

Gender

Males 38.6 25.3 66.3 v2 = 49.6, p < 0.001

Females 61.4 74.7 33.7

Diagnosis

Breast 30.2 38.7 12.5 v2 = 80.7, p < 0.001

Prostate 15.6 7.4 32.7

Gynaecologic 6.9 10.1 0.0

Colorectal 8.4 6.5 12.5

Head and neck 6.2 8.3 1.9

Sarcoma 5.3 7.8 0.0

Other 27.4 21.2 40.4

KPS, Karnofsky Performance Status; SD, standard deviation.
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Table 2 Mean, standard deviations, percentage of patient scoring the lowest or the highest, skewness and kurtosis for the total sample (n = 321) on

each item

Items Mean (SD)

%

Floora

%

Ceilingb Skewness Kurtosis

% Missing

in total

sample

% Missing

in

outpatients

% Missing

in

inpatients

1. Cancer pain can be relieved 0.8 (1.1) 1.3 48.1 1.52 2.56 1.6 2.3 0.0

2. There is a danger of becoming

addicted to pain medicine

3.6 (1.5) 5.3 39.9 )0.94 )0.15 0.9 1.4 0.0

3. Drowsiness from pain medicine

is difficult to control

3.1 (1.5) 5.8 23.1 )0.43 )0.79 2.8 2.8 2.9

4. Pain medicine weakens the

immune system

2.6 (1.7) 14.1 17.4 )0.04 )1.15 7.2 2.3 17.3

5. Confusion from pain medicine

cannot be controlled

2.4 (1.5) 13.5 11.5 0.07 )0.88 5.3 1.8 12.5

6. When you use pain medicine

your body becomes used to its

effects and pretty soon it will

not work any more

3.2 (1.5) 6.3 20.6 )0.60 )0.48 1.6 1.8 1.0

7. Using pain medicine blocks your

ability to know if you have any

new pain

3.1 (1.6) 8.1 21.9 )0.53 )0.76 3.4 3.2 3.8

8. Pain medicine can effectively

control cancer pain

1.3 (1.2) 1.6 29.2 0.81 0.33 4.0 5.1 1.9

9. Many people with cancer get

addicted to pain medicine

3.4 (1.5) 6.1 29 )0.70 )0.46 3.4 3.7 2.9

10. Nausea from pain medicine

cannot be relieved

1.7 (1.6) 28.7 7.2 0.58 )0.77 4.4 3.7 5.8

11. It is important to be strong by not

talking about pain

1.4 (1.7) 49.0 7.4 0.89 )0.55 2.8 2.8 2.9

12. It is important for the doctor to

focus on curing illness, and not

waste time controlling pain

1.8 (1.9) 41.5 15.1 0.51 )1.29 3.1 2.3 4.8

13. Using pain medicine can harm

your immune system

2.4 (1.6) 15.7 13.4 0.03 )1.05 6.9 2.8 15.4

14. Pain medicine makes you say or

do embarrassing things

1.1 (1.4) 49.2 3.5 1.16 0.42 3.1 1.8 5.8

15. If you take pain medicine when

you have some pain, then it

might not work as well if the pain

becomes worse

2.8 (1.7) 17.5 18.1 )0.33 )1.21 1.9 0.9 3.8

16. Pain medicine can keep you from

knowing what is going on in

your body

3.0 (1.7) 12.5 24.4 )0.43 )1.00 2.8 0.9 6.7

17. Constipation from pain medicine

cannot be relieved

1.34 (1.5) 42.2 5.8 1.01 )0.18 2.5 0.9 5.8

18. If doctors have to deal with pain

they will not concentrate on

curing the disease

1.1 (1.6) 55.3 6.1 1.33 0.53 3.1 0.9 7.7

19. Pain medicine can hurt your

immune system

2.3 (1.6) 18.1 12.8 0.09 )1.04 7.2 2.3 17.3

20. It is easier to put up with pain

than with the side effects that

come from pain medicine

2.2 (1.6) 20.5 11.0 0.12 )1.12 4.0 0.9 10.6

21. If you use pain medicine now, it

will not work as well if you need

it later

2.4 (1.8) 23.0 12.8 )0.01 )1.40 2.5 1.4 4.8
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distraction of the medical doctor. All three of the side effect

items loaded on other factors. Nausea and constipation

loaded with the same pattern, loading the least on factors

one and three. The more general side effect item loaded

differently, loading the least on factors one, two and four.

As shown in Table 4, significant correlations were found

between the subscale scores and total NBQ-II scores. The

total NBQ-II score was weakly but positively correlated

with least pain, average pain and pain now, but not with

worst pain. Many of the subscale scores from the NBQ-II

were positively correlated with the pain intensity scores. In

addition, the total NBQ-II score was positively correlated

with most of the pain interference items (Table 5).

A significant but weak negative correlation was found

between the total NBQ-II score and the PMI score which

suggests that patients with an adequate analgesic prescrip-

tion had lower barriers. This same pattern was found for all

the NBQ-II subscale scores, except for ‘Monitor’. Pain relief

was not correlated with total NBQ-II scores, but was in-

versely correlated with the subscale scores for ‘Tolerance’

and ‘Immune system’. These findings suggest that patients

with less pain relief were more concerned about tolerance

and about the effects of pain on the immune system. Com-

munication about pain was positively correlated with pain

relief which suggests that patients with higher concerns

about pain communication had higher pain relief scores.

An examination of the relationship between demo-

graphic and clinical characteristics and NBQ-II total scores

indicates that elderly patients reported higher barrier scores.

Of note, no differences in NBQ-II scores were found based

on gender. In terms of KPS scores, only one weak positive

correlation was found with the subscale ‘Monitor’ which

suggests that patients with higher functional status were

less afraid of taking pain medication to mask symptoms.

Internal consistency: Table 4 presents the mean (SD) for

the subscale and total NBQ-II scores, as well as their

Cronbach’s alphas. Patients scored highest on the ‘Moni-

tor’ subscale and lowest on the ‘Fatalism’ subscale. The

Cronbach’s alphas were ‡0.70 for six of the seven sub-

scales and 0.89 for the total NBQ-II. The Cronbach’s alpha

for the ‘Fatalism’ subscale was 0.69. These alpha levels

demonstrate good internal consistency. All of the corre-

lations between the subscales and the total NBQ-II scores

were significant and the majority was positive. The

exception was the fatalism subscale which did not corre-

late with psychological/cognitive effect and the monitor

subscales.

Discussion

This exploratory factor analysis provides evidence for a

seven-factor solution for the NBQ-II which is more con-

sistent with the original BQ even though neither explor-

atory nor confirmatory factor analyses were performed

with the original BQ. While several factor analyses were

conducted in the present study to explore some of the

inconsistencies in the item loadings, and the factor solution

was unclear, the seven-factor solution was selected as the

‘best’ for several reasons. First, the seven-factor solution

was based on Eigen-values above unity. In addition, this

factor solution demonstrated face validity and fit fairly well

with the theoretical underpinnings of the original BQ (8).

In addition, the seven-factor solution appeared sufficiently

fine-grained to capture a comprehensive and clinically

meaningful variety of barriers to pain management.

The main difference between the factors in the original

BQ and the NBQ-II are the items that measured side

effects. While the six side effect items (Table 2 – items 3, 5,

10, 14, 17 and 20) were grouped as a single factor on the

original BQ, in this study three side effect items (i.e. 10, 17

and 20) loaded together with distracting the medical doc-

tor. The other three side effect items (i.e., drowsiness,

confusion, saying embarrassing things) loaded together

Table 2 (Continued)

Items Mean (SD)

%

Floora
%

Ceilingb Skewness Kurtosis

% Missing

in total

sample

% Missing

in

outpatients

% Missing

in

inpatients

22. Pain medicine can mask changes

in your health

3.1 (1.6) 11.0 22.9 )0.56 )0.75 3.4 1.8 6.7

23. Pain medicine is very addictive 3.2 (1.5) 7.7 24.0 )0.57 )0.69 2.5 0.9 5.8

24. Medicine can relieve cancer pain 0.8 (1.1) 2.3 50.8 1.66 3.08 3.1 2.3 4.8

25. Doctors might find it annoying to

be told about pain

1.3 (1.6) 47.4 5.8 1.01 )0.24 2.8 0.9 6.7

26. Reports of pain could distract a

doctor from curing the cancer

1.0 (1.4) 55.0 4.2 1.38 0.92 2.5 1.4 4.8

27. If I talk about pain, people will

think I am a complainer

2.1 (1.8) 30.3 12.1 0.25 )1.33 2.2 0.9 4.8

aPercentage of patients with lowest possible score.
bPercentage of patients with the highest possible score.
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Table 3 Pattern matrix of the NBQ-II (n = 321)

Factor

Tolerance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

6. When you use pain medicine your body

becomes used to its effects and pretty soon

it will not work any more

0.151 0.114 )0.206 0.274 )0.208 0.250 )0.135

15. If you take pain medicine when you have

some pain, then it might not work as well

if the pain becomes worse

0.615 0.074 0.005 0.085 )0.098 )0.052 0.154

21. If you use pain medicine now, it will not work

as well if you need it later

0.478 0.245 )0.186 0.091 )0.132 )0.063 0.012

Fatalism

1. Cancer pain cannot be relieved 0.051 0.689 )0.005 0.078 0.064 0.097 )0.045

8. Pain medicine cannot effectively control

cancer pain

)0.046 0.652 )0.091 )0.074 0.007 0.004 )0.023

24. Medicine cannot relieve cancer pain 0.043 0.609 0.076 )0.065 )0.043 )0.117 0.070

Communication of pain

11. It is important to be strong by not talking

about pain

0.087 0.011 0.229 )0.085 0.031 0.138 0.350

25. Doctors might find it annoying to be told

about pain

)0.003 0.068 0.768 0.077 0.013 )0.075 )0.027

26. Reports of pain could distract a doctor

from curing the cancer

0.034 )0.011 0.665 )0.038 )0.161 )0.205 0.172

27. If I talk about pain, people will think I am a

complainer

0.001 )0.022 0.556 0.023 0.018 0.312 0.035

Psychological or cognitive effects

2. There is a danger of becoming addicted to

pain medicine

0.102 )0.017 ).046 0.816 0.029 )0.155 )0.045

3. Drowsiness from pain medicine is difficult to

control

)0.087 )0.008 0.003 0.518 )0.064 0.103 0.132

9. Many people with cancer get addicted to

pain medicine

0.213 )0.097 0.033 0.453 )0.116 0.072 0.036

5. Confusion from pain medicine cannot be

controlled

)0.030 0.080 )0.117 0.263 )0.071 0.260 0.056

14. Pain medicine makes you say or do

embarrassing things

0.021 )0.063 0.034 0.216 )0.049 0.142 0.322

23. Pain medicine is very addictive 0.421 )0.014 )0.105 0.379 )0.106 0.099 )0.147

Immune system

4. Pain medicine weakens the immune system )0.114 0.061 0.026 0.131 0.849 )0.055 )0.015

13. Using pain medicine can harm your

immune system

0.062 )0.022 0.009 )0.059 0.897 0.016 0.016

19. Pain medicine can hurt your immune

system

0.127 )0.079 )0.066 )0.101 0.891 0.041 )0.004

Monitor

7. Using pain medicine blocks your ability to

know if you have any new pain

0.083 0.003 0.052 0.038 )0.101 0.628 0.021

16. Pain medicine can keep you from knowing

what is going on in your body

0.497 )0.021 0.059 0.071 )0.048 0.192 0.242

22. Pain medicine can mask changes in your

health

0.414 )0.077 )0.002 )0.041 )0.165 0.431 0.082

Side effects and distract MD

10. Nausea from pain medicine cannot be

relieved

)0.041 0.226 0.054 0.047 )0.167 0.239 0.270

12. It is important for the doctor to focus on

curing illness, and not waste time

controlling pain

0.153 0.023 0.024 0.003 )0.006 )0.153 0.752
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with the more psychological items. The validity of the

factor structure of the NBQ-II will need to be confirmed in

future studies because several of the items had weak

loadings (i.e. under 0.30) and they loaded on more than

one factor. The specific reasons for the weak loadings and

the fact that several of the items loaded on more than one

factor are not apparent.

One of the reasons to perform an exploratory factor

analysis, rather than a confirmatory factor analysis, was to

validate the translation of the questionnaire. While the

translation process followed recommended procedures and

the pilot testing of the questionnaire did not reveal major

ambiguities or difficulties answering the questions, addi-

tional research is needed to evaluate whether the various

concepts evaluated on the NBQ-II are relevant to Norwegian

patients or other groups of Northern European patients.

The most apparent problem with weak loadings in the

factor analysis was with some of the side effects items.

Gunnarsdottir et al. (13, 19) reported some of the same

problems with nausea, constipation and the general side

effect item. This consistent finding across two studies

suggests potential problems with the original items and not

with the translation of the items. Perhaps, because nausea

and constipation were common side effects of analgesic

medications, they need to be evaluated as a single item on

the questionnaire.

Some of the problems with the factor analysis could be

due to the heterogeneity of the sample (i.e. outpatients

and hospitalized) and associated differences in demo-

graphic and clinical characteristics. However, multiple

regressions using total barrier as the dependent variable

revealed that the effects of sociodemographic variables

(age, gender), diagnosis and the KPS were approximately

the same among outpatients and hospitalized patients (i.e.

no significant interactions between the said predictors and

the patient group variable).

As suggested by Ward et al. (38) and hypothesized in this

study, the construct validity of the BQ was suggested

through positive correlations between the various barrier

subscale scores and pain intensity and interference scores.

Table 3 (Continued)

Factor

17. Constipation from pain medicine cannot

be relieved

)0.037 0.199 0.064 0.117 )0.087 0.110 0.467

18. If doctors have to deal with pain they will

not concentrate on curing the disease

0.114 0.000 )0.236 0.007 )0.070 )0.024 0.597

20. It is easier to put up with pain than with

the side effects that come from pain

medicine

)0.023 )0.021 )0.140 0.007 )0.118 0.038 0.370

Extraction method: principal axis factoring. Rotation method: Oblimin with Kaiser normalization. A rotation converged in 15 iterations.

NBQ-II, Norwegian version of the Barriers Questionnaire II; MD, Medical Doctor.

Values in bold have the highest loading.

Table 4 Means (SD) and Cronbach’s alphas for the seven subscales and total score, correlations between subscales and total scores for the NBQ-II

(n = 321)

Tolerance

Psychological or

cognitive effect

Immune

system Monitor

Side effects and

distracting MD Fatalism Communication

Total

NBQ-II

Mean (SD) 2.8 (1.3) 2.8 (1.0) 2.4 (1.5) 3.1 (1.3) 1.7 (1.2) 1.0 (0.9) 1.4 (1.2) 2.2 (0.8)

Cronbach’s alpha 0.71 0.74 0.92 0.75 0.73 0.69 0.70 0.89

Tolerance 0.59a 0.60a 0.55a 0.45a 0.24a 0.40a 0.79a

Psychological or

cognitive effect

0.59a 0.52a 0.56a 0.35a 0.03 0.31a 0.75a

Immune system 0.60a 0.52a 0.57a 0.49a 0.12b 0.34a 0.76a

Monitor 0.55a 0.56a 0.57a 0.46a 0.04 0.30a 0.72a

Side effects and

distracting MD

0.45a 0.35a 0.49a 0.46a 0.20a 0.47a 0.76a

Fatalism 0.24a 0.03 0.12b 0.04 0.20a 0.12b 0.29a

Communication 0.40a 0.31a 0.34a 0.30a 0.47a 0.12b 0.64a

aCorrelation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
bCorrelation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).

NBQ-II, Norwegian version of the Barriers Questionnaire II; MD, Medical Doctor.
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Of note, most of the results in the present study were in

concert with the stated hypotheses even though the cor-

relations were relatively small. Of note, a prior validation

of the BQ-II reported even smaller correlations or lack of

correlations (i.e. no correlation between pain now and

worst pain) (13). These findings suggest that the NBQ-II

discriminates to a certain degree between levels of pain

intensity and interference and is in agreement with pre-

vious reports (8, 10, 13, 15, 18, 19, 38–40).

The hypothesis that an adequate analgesic prescription

would be associated with lower barrier scores was also

confirmed and is consistent with previous reports (8, 13–

15). However, the weak correlations between some of the

pain intensity scores and the subscale and total NBQ-II

scores underscore the fact that many different factors

influence patients’ pain and pain treatment and these re-

sults should be interpreted with caution.

In this study, older patients tended to report higher total

NBQ-II scores. This finding is consistent with two previous

studies (13, 38). However, in other studies of cancer patients

(8, 10, 14, 15, 41) and their family caregivers (40), as well as

with Icelandic adults (19) and AIDS patients (18), no cor-

relations were found between age and barrier scores. It

should be noted that the correlation coefficients between

age and barrier scores in this study were small and should be

interpreted with caution.

A limitation of the NBQ-II is that most of the items are

formulated in such a way that patients who agree with

most of the statements are categorized as having a high

level of barriers. However, this scoring scheme may result

in response bias because some patients may have a ten-

dency to answer on the positive side of a rating scale (42).

This hypothesis is underscored by the responses to the

three questions labelled fatalism, where patients seemed to

report lower barrier scores. These items were the only ones

that were formulated in such a way that patients who

agreed with these statements were actually reporting low

barrier scores.

Because the factor analysis of the NBQ-II did not pro-

duce the same factor structure as the previous reports of

the BQ-II (13, 19), it is not possible to do a detailed com-

parison of all of the BQ-II scores with the data from the

Norwegian sample. However, an evaluation of the total

scores on the BQ-II found that the Norwegian patients

reported higher total BQ-II scores (i.e. 2.2 ± 0.8) than

cancer patients in the USA (i.e. 1.5 ± 0.73) (13) but about

the same scores as a sample of Icelandic adults from the

general population (i.e. 2.3 ± 0.78) (19). The reasons for

these differences are not readily apparent and require

evaluation in future research.

Overall, the factor solution selected as the ‘best’ showed

that the NBQ-II has weaknesses that warrant further

Table 5 Correlations between subscale and total NBQ-II scores and pain intensity, pain interference with function and Pain Management Index

scores, and demographic variables

Measures Tolerance

Psychological

or cognitive

effect

Immune

system Monitor

Side

effects/distracting

MD Fatalism Communication

Total

NBQ-II

Pain intensity scores

Worst pain 0.04 0.04 )0.02 )0.09 0.07 0.12a 0.11 0.06

Least pain 0.19b 0.19b 0.11 0.04 0.16b 0.17b 0.22b 0.21b

Average pain 0.09 0.14a 0.04 0.01 0.19b 0.17b 0.24b 0.21b

Pain now 0.10 0.10 0.07 0.05 0.20b 0.20b 0.18b 0.10b

Pain relief from treatment )0.18b )0.03 )0.15a )0.02 )0.03 )0.05 0.14a )0.06

Pain interference with function

Pain interference daily activity 0.11a 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.14a 0.09 0.05 0.14a

Pain interference mood 0.07 0.17b 0.02 0.09 0.08 0.13a 0.03 0.12a

Pain interference ability walk 0.11a 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.13a

Pain interference work 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.09 0.14a 0.02 0.06

Pain interference relations

to other

0.09 0.16b 0.05 0.10 0.12a 0.17b 0.09 0.16b

Pain interference sleep 0.15b 0.15b 0.09 0.04 0.14a 0.17b 0.21b 0.20b

Pain interference joy of life 0.11 0.21b 0.06 0.15b 0.19b 0.01a 0.18b 0.24b

Pain interference 0.12a 0.17b 0.08 0.10 0.16b 0.16b 0.12a 0.20b

Age 0.26b )0.01 0.25b 0.20b 0.26b )0.02 0.08 0.21b

Karnofsky Performance Status score )0.02 0.01 )0.00 )0.14a )0.04 0.01 0.02 )0.02

Adequacy of analgesic used (PMI) )0.13a )0.14a )0.11a )0.07 )0.12a )0.15b )0.15b )0.19b

Gender )0.09 0.02 )0.14a )0.06 )0.06 0.07 0.09 )0.04

aCorrelations are significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).
bCorrelations are significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

NBQ-II, Norwegian version of the Barriers Questionnaire II; MD, Medical Doctor; PMI, Pain Management Index.
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validation. Except for the fatalism and immune system

subscales, the variations in the magnitude of the item

loadings together with some cross-loadings within the

factors, suggests possible threats to the validity of the

NBQ-II. Additional studies are needed to refine the items

and to confirm the underlying factor structure of the

questionnaire.

In conclusion, the NBQ-II demonstrated adequate

psychometric properties and may be used to assess bar-

riers to pain management. However, the instrument re-

quires additional refinements. The results of the factor

analysis suggest somewhat different dimensions than

previous psychometric studies of the BQ-II. However, the

dimensions identified in this study seem to be more in

accord with those in the original BQ. The increased

number of subscales in the NBQ-II, compared with the

revised BQ-II, may increase the sensitivity of the instru-

ment to identify specific barriers that affect pain man-

agement. In addition, it may be useful to shorten the

questionnaire by removing the duplicate items. A shorter

instrument could be used more easily in clinical practice

to assess patient barriers. This assessment could be used

to guide interventions studies, as well as patient educa-

tion initiatives to improve the management of cancer

pain.
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